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in july 2019, insight ventures, based in san francisco, ca, a new division of sapientnitro,
headquartered in boston, ma, made an investment in shogun, a headless commerce platform

for smbs and enterprise. shogun was founded in 2013 by szabo, a veteran of sap and emc, and
levy, an industry veteran and current chief architect at sap. we are thrilled to be leading a $5.5

million series a led by insight ventures, said szabo. since our inception, shogun has been an
exceptional platform for our clients to rapidly create and maintain a “headless” e-commerce

experience in the cloud. szabo continued. shogun allows our clients to quickly create and
maintain a “headless” e-commerce experience in the cloud. as we expand shogun into new

markets, we are excited to work with industry partners such as insight ventures and the bill &
melinda gates foundation to help more people around the world come online and make

commerce more affordable. if you have any questions, you can reach out to me via twitter or on
github. i also have a linkedin page and we are always looking for interesting projects to build.
feel free to reach out to me as well. the musuo isshin state uses up a skill slot. due to this, it is

often used as a finisher, especially for shoguns who have no other finishers. it is also an
opportunity to steal your opponents attention to make sure they dont move out of range. this

can be used to catch out a fleeing opponent or even get you out of a sticky situation. the
damage dealt through this state is often magical in nature.
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shoguns sake potency (e) is a passive skill that returns 10 sake to
the character when activated. sake is used to generate a chakra

desiderata resolve stack. it returns 60 sake to the character when it
activates. the maximum number of stack that can be generated is
10. after the initial layer of enemies, shogun enters the battlefield

and drops a sake potency (e) over the battlefield. this is a new
cooldown ability that prevents enemies from being able to use their

skills for the next 6 seconds. enemies are still considered to be
under the effects of the skill while they are casting a skill. with the

elemental burst, she enters the musuo isshin state, where her
normal, charged, and plunging attacks are infused with electro

damage. this is where the shogun turns into your teams battery.
each infused attack that hits an opponent regenerates energy for

your party members. make sure to stay on the field throughout the
whole skills seven seconds duration as swapping out ends the skill.
(849. shogun was acquired in late 2019 and we are thrilled to be

heading into year five of its lifecycle, said tyrone levy, who started
shogun in 2013 . shogun has been a fantastic ride for insight and we
look forward to many exciting milestones ahead. legitimate concerns
about the accuracy of data have been raised in the past, and while
theres no doubt that theres some fine-tuning to be done, shogun is
going to be a big boost to the financial inclusion community, said

simon szabo, director of product at the bill & melinda gates
foundation. in a new financial inclusion study released today, the bill

& melinda gates foundation analyzed more than 2,000 retail
transactions conducted by financial services providers with low-

income customers in mumbai, india. the study found that a platform
such as shogun can improve the financial lives of millions of the

world’s unbanked and underbanked, and lead to the inclusion of a
new generation of low-income customers. 5ec8ef588b
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